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Are you a podcaster and you’re wondering how you can get high profile guests on your show? 

Getting big names on board can be overwhelming. However, there’s some key secrets to make it happen. 

Whether you’re starting out or you want to get to the next level of your podcasting journey, you’ll learn a 
lot in this article so keep on reading. 

Brett is the host of The Brett Allan Show. He interviews celebrities, comedians, and other famous pop 
culture icons. 

He started 3 years ago on Anchor for free using only his iPhone. The interviews became his free therapy as 
a newly divorced, single dad. The podcast gave him the chance to talk about everything. 

Eventually, he was able to collaborate with Eric Hunley, who hosted Unstructured. 

That’s when everything started. He had guested a lot of people from sex therapists, adult film actors, non-
profit personalities, and almost anybody that he could talk to. 

Brett shares his methods for getting high profile guests on his show. 

From finding your voice, building relationships, to giving guests value, Brett has so much in store. 

Do you want to know Brett’s secret in getting high profile guests? Continue reading.

Find Your Voice

If you’re a podcaster, it doesn’t matter if you’re just starting out or you’ve been in the podcasting space for 
a long time, finding yourself and your voice takes time. That’s because getting from where you’re at right 
now to getting where you want to be is a big leap. 

This doesn’t happen overnight, especially in a niche that’s not  very forgiving. Brett’s journey from podcast 
to pop celebrity interview show host took him a lot of mistakes, persistence, and hard work.

To develop himself, Brett started to listen to great podcasts like Joe Rogan and Adam Carolla. He later 
found himself impersonating them to some degree. Over time, he was able to find his voice but it 
involved a painstaking process.

All About The Sale

You have to remember that you are the product. It all boils down to “Can you make the sale?” You are the 
product together with your style of interviewing and the currency is the number of downloads, the people 
that are listening, and the people you have for your show.
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Find A Mentor
It’s important to surround yourself with people who encourage you and stir you in the right direction. 
Brett was able to have high profile guests because of a publicist that took him under her wing. She 
taught Brett how to talk to people, how to make the ask, etc. 

Unfortunately, he took a break from podcasting for over a year when things got overwhelming. His 
biggest break, however, came during the pandemic when everyone was stuck at home. Laid off and got 
all his time for himself, Brett focused on the show, had a brand change, and eventually he was able to 
have famous celebrities as guests for his show. 

He credits his success to his friends who encouraged him especially when things got complicated.

You Have To Work Hard
The idea of having a pop culture podcast is a very daunting task. That’s mainly because the industry 
is very unforgiving in and of itself. You have to remember that there is a lot of guest swapping, show 
swapping, and helping each other out but the reality of the entertainment space is nobody will give you 
anything. 

You have to really work hard and it’s a very competitive space. When Brett decided to focus on pop 
culture, he started reaching out to low and mid level celebrities that are recognizable. But it was his 
interview with comedian Lisa Lampanelli that made the biggest swing. 

Brett shares, it’s all about making the sale, not being afraid to ask, and not being afraid of hearing NO. 
That’s because you never know who will say YES. After Lisa Lampanelli, high profile guests started coming 
in like: actor D.B. Sweeney, William Hung from American Idol, and everything started to snowball.

How To Reach Out
Brett calls his reaching out process, Pod Stalking. He looks for other entertainment shows, big or small, 
see who their guests are, the size of the show, and figuring out who’s doing the interviews. He’s also using 
a database called IMDBPro to help him look for the right guest. 

When reaching out, everything starts by asking.  Eventually, he was able to craft a pitch for his prospect 
guest that includes his resume, his podcast reach, the number of followers, subscribers, etc. Likewise, 
when reaching out you have to keep in mind that you have only a minute to grab their attention.

Brett’s success is equated to building relationships with publicists, making mistakes along the way, 
getting comfortable with your skin, really figuring out who you are and getting used to your voice. Either 
figuratively or literally, only then will people start to notice you. 

Your unique style of interviewing people and how naturally you’re doing it makes a big impact on your 
success as a podcaster.
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Success Leaves Clues

Have a look at what are other successful people are doing and try to emulate them. Brett took the time to 
see what the other successful podcasts are doing in the pop culture space. That’s when he realized it’s all 
about building relationships and helping other people out. 

The key is to maximize everything that you have. Although your show is far from perfect, what’s important 
is you know what you have to offer. Think about how much reach you would give to your guest when they 
decided to get on board. 

Making high profile guests say YES often boils down to your packaging, presentation, and branding. It’s 
about how you, as the host, sell yourself that really makes the big difference to get high profile guests into 
your show.

Become Really Tight On Your Topic 

What’s the scope of the interview and what are you gonna ask my client? This is what he often received 
from managers of high profile celebrities he’s reaching out to. You have to really stick to the topic that you 
laid out when they replied to you. 

For example, when he reached out to John Acuff about his book Soundtracks, Brett made sure he really 
stuck to the topic they agreed on. While they talked about other things, he always makes sure he goes 
right back to the topic. 

Likewise, he studies what his guests are trying to promote, and invites them to talk about it. If they have a 
new book, he invites them to talk about the book. If they have upcoming movies, he invites them to talk 
about the movie. 

Also, he’s providing the questions upfront when reaching out because celebrities who are new to the 
press or those who have a sketchy past often want to get the questions in advance. Take Paris Hilton for 
example. 

Celebrities don’t want to be taken sideways or getting slammed by past events. The key is to be clear and 
straightforward. Make sure the managers know exactly what it is that you  want to talk about, always use 
the manager’s or publicist’s name, tell them why you want to have them on your show, let them know 
about your past guests, and the metrics.

How you ask is the major indicator whether you’ll have a PASS, NO, YES, or other times you got no answer 
from their managers at all. When crafting a letter for a guest make sure you include the following: how 
many people listen to your show, what platforms are you on, how far is your reach, what is your topic, and 
make sure you don’t become annoying to the other person.
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Set yourself up for strong business growth in 2021 with
a membership to The Experts Collective

JOIN NOW

Relationship Is Key

Relationship is key no matter if it’s in podcasting or even in business. Brett’s approach is to start smaller 
and work up - he doesn’t go after the whale instantly. He suggests working around the edges first. 

He always works with publicists and managers to really get to know everybody in the space. 

Just as important is having the mindset of building more than contractual relationships. Check on them 
from time to time and see how they’re doing, sending a lot of emails, lots of communication, working on 
the database, and see what works.

In Conclusion

Getting high profile guests is totally dependent on how you sell yourself and the quality of the 
relationship that you built with them. The most important thing is that you’re comfortable in your own 
skin and you know your voice. However, the process involves making a lot of mistakes, lessons learned 
along the way, time, and effort on your part. 

Likewise, just as important is the people that you surround yourself with. Your circle of influence should 
include those who encourage you and stir you in the right direction. Find a mentor, put your best product 
forward which is you, don’t be afraid to ask, and don’t be afraid of hearing NO.

How To Make The Sale

Put your best product forward. This involves branding, sounds, production, social media, links, everything 
should be easily accessible for your client to make the decision. When you’re selling something, make 
sure it’s appealing that makes them drool over. 

When selling yourself, make sure you have all the important information available, make it as concise as 
possible, and just go ask. Then you can decide if it’s worth the follow up or not.
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